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About This Game

Do you think you could survive without electricity?

Find out in Powerless - The Interactive Doomsday Simulator. Explore London after a catastrophic solar flare plunges the city
into darkness and renders all electronic devices and transport useless. Try and keep your Personas alive as you face the elements

without help from the digital world.

Powerless is an interactive fiction game which explores how electricity dominates our society and how much we would struggle
without it.

Without electricity, how will you communicate? Without power, how will hospitals look after patients? Without running water,
how will anyone survive?

Filled with exciting survival situations, Powerless will test your knowledge of the natural world and push the limits of what you
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believe society is capable of.

Adventures include:
- Land a helicopter during a solar storm
- Deliver a baby without medical help

- Fight a wounded gorilla
- Join the army and become a sniper

- Escape from a prison
- Build a battery from scratch

...and many more.

Each challenge is narrated via an interactive story where you control every action. Will your choices help save lives or put your
own in danger? The choice is yours.

As you move through the levels of Powerless, you will gain a Survival Rating based on how you behave in each level. Are you
honest or will you lie to survive? Are you brave or will you avoid danger at all costs? Are you resourceful or are you clueless
when it comes to survival? Will you help others, or will you only help yourself? As your rating improves, new adventures and

Personas will be unlocked, it's up to you how you behave, but there will be consequences.

Highlights
* Explore 16 levels of Interactive Fiction.

* Each level is an opportunity to improve your Survival Rating.
* Unlock 7 different Personas and try to keep them alive to complete the game.

* Repeat and replay to improve your Survival Rating and unlock new adventures.
* Beautiful character artwork.

* Over 250,000 words of fiction to read.
* Haunting sound design and special effects.

Throughout Powerless you will be guided by our A.I named MAUDE (Mobile Assessment Unit of Doomsday Events).

Answer MAUDE's psychological profiling questions and she will assign you different Londoners to test your metal in an
apocalyptic London without electricity. Work your way through the levels with each Persona to see if you can become a survival

master and complete the game.
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I bought this on sale, reminiscing about owning the game on the xbox back in the day. However, this PC version is different, as
it's a point and click adventure of the Finding Nemo story. It only took me a bit over an hour to play through the story, because
even though you do follow the separate adventures of both Marlin and Nemo, it is an abridged re-telling of the story (I
personally am thankful that they kept the shark scenes). The game also includes short clips from the film, which is pretty cool.
A good game if you liked the movie or are looking for something chilled out to play.. This game is a bad mixture of monotonous
inventory management and repetitive combat combined with an extremely punishing "one bad thing kills you" and a forced
ironman game-saving scheme. This results in making the game super boring to play most of the time, until inevitably you get
complacent or caught off guard in a bad situation and then just die and lose all your character progress. For most people, this
also means that a lot of the game is pretty much out of reach, since it takes a lot of experience grinding and material gathering to
get deeply into the crafting system. Always being at risk of losing everything actually does provide some sense of dread and
terror in the game, and this is the neurological trick that makes you to want to play, but that does not make the game fun, it's just
a psychological effect.

If you disagree, I'd recommend you try copying the save directory to see how the game plays once you have the ability to save
and load at will. You quickly realize how boring the game really is without the artificial high stakes.. If you're going to get
someone to be a voice actor, make sure they can speak the language.

It's a somehow more expensive poor man's Doom.. I love to ape out. Gets a little old near the end of the last chapter but overall
FUN GAME VERY GOOD. Unlike Hitman 2's Japanese missions this one has NPCs that don't want me dead. There are
friendly Japanese people here so it's like an anime. Shut up dad, now I can live in Anime World.

Desu~. This is the best out of GTA franchise so far. Beautiful graphics, dialog is oscar worthy and sound effects and soundtrack
is pretty similar to cupheads quality. I'm giving it a solid 4 out of 20.
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It's a turd. Crashes, goes fullscreen on it's own when you don't want it full screen. Boring, dull. Way better clicker games out
there.. I dont usually review games but this one is incredible!. I am usually really forgiving, but this game is miserably bad for a
few reasons.

My largest issue with it though is the lack of options...at all...

Want to change the audio? Tough luck

Want to change the video / graphic quality? Tough lucl

Want any sort of options at alll? Tough luck

There is just nothing, and the game doesn't tell you that hitting ESC at the title screen will exit the game, until after you figure
out that hitting enter is how you progress to the actual game and receive that tidbit of information.

The audio is HORRIBLE. It is nails on a chalkboard bad. It is not scary, it is just agonizing to listen to.

The game is abysmal.. from the same maker of hero zero, same gameplay & mechanics, nothing unique...definitely no.... Adds a
whole lot of cool stuff. But not enough. The quest, while very fun, seems too short. I would suggest waiting until the next few
dlc packs come out before you buy it... If you like repetition and third person console garbage, even to a console plebs
standards, buy this game.
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